Earlier titles

Working and Mothering in Asia
Images, Ideologies and Identities
Theresa W. Devasahayam and Brenda S.A. Yeoh (eds)
Examines the intersection of work and mothering across Asia.
Vol. 1, 2006, 270 pages
Pbk • 978-87-7694-013-3 • £16.99

Making Fields of Merit
Buddhist Female Ascetics and Gendered Orders in Thailand
Monica Lindberg Falk
First monograph on the lives, actions and role in Thai society of Thai Buddhist nuns.
Vol. 2, 2007, 320 pages, illustrated
Hbk • 978-87-91114-65-6 • £45
Pbk • 978-87-7694-019-5 • £16.99

Lost Goddesses
The Denial of Female Power in Cambodian History
Trudy Jacobsen
Addresses the place of women in Cambodian history, and asks why and when the position of women became inequitable.
Vol. 3, 2008, 358 pages, illustrated
Pbk • 978-87-7694-001-0 • £17.99

Gender Politics in Asia
Women Manoeuvring with Dominant Gender Orders
Wil Burghoorn, Kazuki Iwanaga, Cecilia Milwertz and Qi Wang (eds)
Explores the diversity in gender politics and women’s strategies to negotiate and change gender relations.
Vol. 4, 2008, 235 pages, illustrated
Pbk • 978-87-7694-015-7 • £14.99

Submitting to God
Women and Islam in Urban Malaysia
Sylva Frisk
Challenges preconceptions of Islamization and current theories of female agency.
Vol. 6, 2009, 234 pages, illustrated
Pbk • 978-87-7694-048-5 • £16.99

About the Gendering Asia Network

The series has developed out of and is closely associated with the Gendering Asia Network, which is supported by NordForsk (a Nordic organisation responsible for cooperation on research and researcher training in the Nordic region). The network provides Nordic scholars with a forum to interact and exchange research results and ideas. A key aim of the network is to support and encourage Nordic research on gender in Asia. For more information, see www.barha.dk/group/gendering-asia-network.

About NIAS Press

NIAS Press specializes in publishing innovative research on modern Asia. Based in Copenhagen, it is a globally focused scholarly publisher whose books are available in all parts of the world, are reviewed in major Asian Studies journals and are becoming well known and appreciated in the wider scholarly community.

More information about NIAS Press and its books may be found at www.niaspress.dk.
**Gendering Asia**

*Gendering Asia* is a well-established and exciting series addressing the ways in which societal powers intersect with the constructions of gender, sex, sexuality and the body in Asian societies.

The series invites discussion of how people shape their gendered identities and become shaped by the very societies in which they live. The series is concerned with the region as a whole in order to capture the wide range of understandings and practices that are found in East, Southeast and South Asian societies with respect to gendered roles and relations in various social, political, religious and economic contexts.

As a multidisciplinary series, *Gendering Asia* explores theoretical, empirical and methodological issues in the social sciences.

**Advisory Board**

The series editors are supported by an international advisory board. Current members are:

- Eyal Ben-Ari (The Harry S. Truman Institute for the Advancement of Peace)
- Phyllis Ghim Lian Chew (Nanyang Technological University)
- Penny van Esterik (York University)
- Roger Greatrex (Lund University)
- Sharifa Zaleha Syed Hassan (National University of Malaysia)
- Josephine Ho (National Central University of Taiwan)
- Gustaf Houtman (Royal Anthropological Institute)
- Signe Howell (Oslo University)
- Maria Jaschok (Oxford University)
- Li Yinhe (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)
- Hy Van Luong (Toronto University)
- Nina Lykke (Linköping University)
- Britt-Marie Thurén (Gothenburg University)

**Latest Books in the Series**

**The Authority of Influence**

*Women and Power in Burmese History*

Jessica Harriden

This book explores the relationship between gender and power in Burmese history from pre-colonial times to the present day and aims to identify the sources, nature and limitations of women’s power. It thus examines the concept of ‘family’ in Burmese political culture, how various influences like Buddhism shaped Burmese concepts of gender and power, and how the effects of prolonged armed conflict, economic isolation and political oppression have constrained opportunities for women to attain power in contemporary Burma.

Vol. 7, April 2012, 384 pp., illustrated
Hbk • 978-87-7694-88-1 • £50, $80
Pbk • 978-87-7694-89-8 • £19.99, $32

**Gendered Inequalities in Asia**

*Configuring, Contesting and Recognizing Women and Men*

Helle Rydstrom (ed.)

By focusing on unequal access to political and religious power, occupation and health facilities, as well as different options when it comes to family life and sexuality, the recognition of women and men are explored in this volume as manifestations of ideas about femininity and masculinity.

Vol. 5, 2010, 304 pages
Pbk • 978-87-7694-047-8 • £18.99

**Series Editors**

We welcome book proposals fitting the series profile. Please see our website at [www.niaspress.dk](http://www.niaspress.dk) for advice and guidance on the type of material that should be included in a book proposal. To discuss your book proposal or idea, please contact:

- Series Editor Wil Burghoorn (Senior Lecturer, School of Global Studies, Gothenburg University)
e-mail wil.burghoorn@globalstudies.gu.se
- Series Editor Cecilia Milwertz (Senior Researcher, Nordic Institute of Asian Studies, University of Copenhagen)
e-mail milwertz@nias.ku.dk
- Series Editor Helle Rydstrøm (Associate Professor, Department of Gender Studies, Lund University)
e-mail helle.rydstrom@genus.lu.se
- Editor in Chief Gerald Jackson (NIAS Press)
e-mail gerald@nias.ku.dk